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Abstract Human tissues and organs often exhibit rheological behaviors during their deformation. For

surgery simulation and human modeling, we have to identify physical parameters of such deformation in advance.

In this paper, we propose an approach to estimate the physical parameters of uniform rheological deformation

based on 2D/3D finite element (FE)model simulation. At first, the FE dynamic model was described and

simulations were conducted with initial parameters. Then, the identification method was proposed according to

analysis of deformation behavior. Finally, identification results were shown and their validity was evaluated by

comparing identified parameters and initial ones. This method can be extended to visco-elastic and layered

rheological deformation.
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1. Introduction

Modeling of deformable soft objects is being applied to

medical engineering, including human modeling, surgical

simulation, and minimally invasive surgery. In surgical

simulation, precise model of human tissues or organs are

required to describe and predict the interaction between

external forces or loads and deformation�1, 2� . Then, in

order to reduce accident risks, a surgical training can be

done sufficiently and properly before the actual surgery

was carried out. In addition, to perform minimally

invasive surgery, a needle insertion manipulated was

commonly employed in clinical treatments. A precise

model of the target object with essential properties is

necessary for the precise control of the needle�3� . The

simulation models of such objects have been intensively

studied since late 80ʼ s and many methods had already

been proposed to describe the deformation behavior of

soft objects, such as : the mass-spring-damper method

(MSD)�4�, the finite difference method(FDM)�5�, the

boundary element method (BEM) �6�, and the finite

element method(FEM)�7�. However, all of these include

important physical parameters which must be available

before simulation. Unfortunately, there are little useful

data can be obtained to describe these parameters until

now.

In recent years, some methods had already been

proposed to estimate physical parameters of soft objects.

The classification of these methods can be simply

described as Fig. 1. First of all, it can be roughly divided

into two categories. The first one is deformation

observation and iterative simulation. FE analysis is

iterated with updated physical parameters until the

difference between the displacements observed from

images and calculated by FEM is minimized �8� . The

Extended Kalman Filter(EKF)was utilized as estimator

to optimize an objective function and a CCD camera or an

ultrasonic device was employed to measure displace-

ments�9, 10�. This method can easily take both nonlinear

deformation and multi-layer structure into account and it

works well to deal with the object with one parameter, for

example the Youngʼ s modulus. But it will encounter

problems in deformation with more than one parameter.

One probably can get more than one set of identification

results depend on same deformation behavior. It is

because that all parameters, in multi-parameter deforma-

tion, will interact with each other and contribute to the

deformation. There must be more than one set of

parameters can satisfy the final deformation during

iterations. This problem can be solved by introducing

various loading patterns and force boundary conditions

�11�.

The second category is theoretical analysis which tends
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Fig. 1 Classification of identification methods.



to estimate the parameters by using the relationship

between force and displacement of deformation based on

elastic or inelastic theory. Furthermore, this category also

can be divided into two subcategories. The first one called

surface analysis which only uses displacement and force

on the surface of object. A constant force was imparted on

object surface by an air-jet and displacements of the

surface were measured by high speed camera�12, 13� .

Then, physical parameters can be estimated by analyzing

the relationship between displacement and force. Compar-

ing to other method, lesser measurable data are required

in this method. Unfortunately, it is difficult to use this

method in layered soft objects since only surface

deformation data are available. The second subcategory is

overall analysis. FE method was employed to establish

dynamic model of deformation behavior, and displace-

ments of all nodal points were measured by using CT or

MRI device. Then, the parameters can be identified based

on theoretical analysis of force and displacement�14, 15�.

From above description, we can know that this method

needs more measurable data. But it can be used not only

in multi-parameter soft object deformation but also in

both uniform and layered deformation. Moreover, along

with the development of MRI and image processing

technique, it will become more and more convenient to

obtain inner displacements of object.

So far, related works in this field mainly focus on elastic

or viscoelastic object�16, 17�. There are only few papers

can be found working on rheological deformation�18, 19�.

Our previous work had already developed an FE model

for simulating linear rheological deformation�20�and an

approach was also proposed to identify the physical

parameters of rheological deformation based on 1D FE

model simulation �21� . In this paper, we extend this

method to 2D/3D rheological deformation. It belongs to

the second subcategory according to above classification.

In next section, 2D/3D FE dynamic model is presented

and simulation results are given. Then, identification

method is proposed based on theoretical analysis and

identification results are presented in Section 3. In Section

4, we give a few conclusions and suggest future works.

2. Dynamic Model and Simulation

2･1 FE Dynamic Model

Depending on the deformation behavior in response to

applied external force, deformable objects can be divided

into three categories : viscoelastic, plastic, and rheological

objects. Suppose that an object has a natural shape, as

shown in Fig. 2(a) . Applying external force, the object

deformed as shown in Fig. 2(b) . After external force is

removed, viscoelastic objects return to the original shape

and there is no residual deformation, as shown in Fig. 2(c).

Plastic objects remain all the deformation and there is no

recovered deformation, as shown in Fig. 2(d). However,

rheological objects partially remain the deformation but

not all, as shown in Fig. 2(e).

Rheological object can be described by three-element

model which is a serial connection of a Voigt model and a

viscous element. The 3D FE mesh used in this paper and

three-element model as illustrated in Fig. 3. This FE

model consists of 5 × 5 × 5 mass points. There are totally

64 parallelepipeds and each of them consists of 6 identical

tetrahedrons. A three-element model is attached on each

tetrahedron. In 2D/3D dynamic model, we assume that

deformation property is isotropic and linear. Rheological

deformation of each tetrahedron is characterized by six

parameters : lela, mela, lvis
1 , mvis

1 , lvis
2 , mvis

2 . The first two are

Laméʼs constants, which describe elastic deformation. The

next two describe viscosity and the last two show

plasticity. In elasticity theory�22�, the Laméʼs constants

lela, mela can be described by Youngʼ s modulus E and

Poissonʼ s ratio g as shown in Eq. 1. For the sake of

simplicity, we assume that the other four parameters

lvis
1 , mvis

1 , lvis
2 , mvis

2 have the same form with Laméʼ s con-

stants as defined in Eq. 1, where c1 and c2 denote viscosity

of two viscous elements respectively. These four physical

parameters E, c1, c2, and g will be employed as input in

simulation and output in identification.

lela
/

E}g

P1+gQP1,2gQ
, lvis

1 /
c1}g

P1+gQP1,2gQ
, lvis

2 /
c2}g

P1+gQP1,2gQ
,

mela
/

E

2P1+gQ
, mvis

1 /
c1

2P1+gQ
, mvis

2 /
c1

2P1+gQ
.

( 1 )

Then, dynamic equations of 2D/3D rheological deforma-

tion used in this paper can be described by a set of

differential equations as follows :
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Fig. 2 Deformation classification of soft objects.

Fig. 3 3D FE mesh and three element model. ( a )FE mesh

includes 125 mass points, 64 parallelepipeds and 384

tetrahedrons. ( b )Three-element model which can be

employed to describe linear rheological deformation.
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where M is the inertia matrix, A, B and C are three

constraint matrices, d(t)is displacement constraint func-

tion, uN/R21, 31, z1,��, 2125, 3125, z125S
T and vN/u�N are

displacement vector and velocity vector of every point,

lA, lB and lC are Lagrange multiplier vectors which

denote constraint forces on bottom surface and top

surface respectively, w denotes a predetermined angular

frequency, Jq and Jr are two connection matrixes deter-

mined by geometric quantities alone. Vectors Ωl and Ωm

are defined as follows to simplify expression of force�23� :

Ωl/@
t

0

lelalvis
2

lvis
1 +lvis

2

e
-

lela

l vis
1

+l vis
2

Pt-t�Qru�N+
lvis

1

lelau�N	Pt �Qdt �

Ωm/@
t

0

melamvis
2

mvis
1 +mvis

2

e
-

mela

m vis
1

+m vis
1

Pt-t�Qru�N+
mvis

1

melau�N	Pt �Qdt �
( 3 )

A set of rheological forces applied to all nodal points are

then simply described as�23� :

F/ JqΩq+JrΩr ( 4 )

2･2 Simulation of Rheological deformation

During simulation, we supposed that nodal points on

bottom surface fixed on the ground. So, constraint matrix

A used to restrict displacements of the bottom surface can

be described as

A/

I3�3 � 03�3

� � �

03�3 � I3�3

� � �

03�3 � 03�3
�
375�75

; where I3�3/�
1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1�, 03�3/�
0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0�

Deformation process during simulation is divided into

three steps. At first, we give a constant velocity to y-axis

displacements of nodal points on the top surface from time

0 to time tp and we call this period push phase. Then, we

keep the displacements of these points from time tp to

time tk and we call it keep phase. Finally we release this

constraint after time tk and we call it release phase. This

displacement constraint function can be described by

following equations :

 dPtQ/
d

tp
t;

dPtQ/d;

0CtCtp

tp?tCtp+tk
( 5 )

where d is constant displacement of points on the top

surface.

Then, the constraint matrix B used to restrict y-axis

displacements of the top surface was give as

B/�
03�3 � 03�3

� � �

b3�3 � 03�3

� � �

03�3 � b3�3
�
375�75

; where b3�3/�
0 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0�
We supposed again that x-axis and z-axis displacements

of nodal points on the top surface do not change during

simulation. So, constraint matrix C can be described as

C/�
03�3 � 03�3

� � �

c3�3 � 03�3

� � �

03�3 � c3�3
�
375�75

; where c3�3/�
1 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 1�
Dynamic FE model given in Eq. 2 can be employed to

simulate linear rheological deformation. In this paper, we

perform two simulations with different physical para-

meters, shown in Table 1. The initial shape of object can

be found in Fig. 3, in which the length of each element

between every two neighboring points is 0.01 m. The

deformed shapes were shown in Fig. 4. Displacements of

some nodal points and normal rheological forces are

shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

3. Identification Method

During the identification process, we supposed that we

had already known the initial and final position of all nodal

points and normal forces on bottom surface. These data

can be easily measured by using CT or MRI device and

force sensors in actual experiments.

There are 6 parameters in 2D/3D dynamic model given

in Section 2. However, there are only four unknown
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Table 1　Initial parameters in both simulations.

Parameters E
（Pa）

c1
（Pa·s）

c2
（Pa·s） γ d

（m）
tp
（s）

tk
（s）

Case 1 8 5 40 0.43 0.006 120 120

Case 2 300 200 500 0.35 0.01 80 60



physical parameters need to be identified. Here we choose

lela, lvis
1 , lvis

2 and mvis
2 as four independent parameters to

present how to estimate them step by step. By taking time

derivative of Eq. 4 and substituting Eq. 3 into it, we have
F�/ JlΩ� l+JmΩ� m

/,
lela

lvis
1 +lvis

2

JlΩl+
lelalvis

2

lvis
1 +lvis

2

Jlu�N+
lvis

1 lvis
2

lvis
1 +lvis

2

Jlu�N

,
mela

mvis
1 +mvis

2

JmΩm+
melamvis

2

mvis
1 +mvis

2

Jmu�N+
mvis

1 mvis
2

mvis
1 +mvis

2

Jmu�N

,

( 6 )

From Eq. 1, we know the coefficients of the first and

fourth term in right side of Eq. 6 are equal to each other.

Considering Eq. 4, above equation can be rewritten as

below :

F�+
lela

lvis
1 +lvis

2

F/
1

lvis
1 +lvis

2

Plvis
2 Jl+mvis

2 JmQPl
ela
u�N+lvis

1 u�NQ, ( 7 )

Eq. 7 shows the relationship between rheological forces

and displacements of all nodal points in 2D/3D deforma-

tion.

Now, let us consider deformation behavior in push

phase. During this phase, the deformation velocity of

every point on the top surface is constant. So, if this

velocity is slow enough, we can ignore dynamic effect and

treat the velocity of all nodal points as constant.

According to Fig. 5, this velocity can be approximately

denoted by u
final
N #tp. So we can get analytical expression of

rheological force in push phase by solving Eq. 7.

FpPtQ/FPt1Qe
lela

l vis
1

+l vis
2

Pt1-tQ+Plvis
2 Jl+mvis

2 JmQ
u

final
N

tp r1,e
lela

l vis
1

+l vis
2

Pt1-tQ	
( 8 )

where F(t1)is integral initial value of force data at time t1

which should be close to time zero.

Then, we derive analytical expression of rheological

force in keep phase where the velocity and acceleration of

nodal points are all equal to zero. We can obtain

rheological force in this phase by solving Eq. 7 with

integral initial force F(t2).

FkPtQ/FPt2Qe
lela

l vis
1

+l vis
2

Pt2-tQ ( 9 )

where t2 is integral initial time, which should be larger

than but close to time tp.

Let us pay more attention to keep phase. In this phase,

displacements of all nodal points remain constants but

rheological force decreases quickly, as shown in Fig. 6.

This behavior is called force relaxation in stress analysis

�24�. During force relaxation, the displacements produced

by elastic part will translate to plastic part. In plastic part,

rheological force can be described as below :

FPtQ/Plvis
2 Jl+mvis

2 JmQu�
vis
N PtQ (10)

where u
vis
N are displacements in plastic part. Thus, we can

calculate displacements of elastic part at time tp by

integrating Fk from time tp to time infinite.

Plvis
2 Jl+mvis

2 JmQu
Voigt
N PtpQ/Plvis

2 Jl+mvis
2 JmQ@

*

tp

u�
vis
N PtQdt

/@
*

tp

FkPtQdt/
lvis

1 +lvis
2

lela FkPtpQ

/
lvis

1 +lvis
2

lela F
l
kPtpQ+

mvis
1 +mvis

2

mela F
m
kPtpQ

(11)

where u
Voigt
N PtpQ are displacements in elastic part at time

tp . Fl
kPtpQ and F

m
kPtpQ denote normal force and tangential

force respectively, and subject to F
l
kPtpQ+F

m
kPtpQ/FkPtpQ.

Comparing left side and right side of Eq. 11, we have

Jlu
Voigt
N PtpQ/

lvis
1 +lvis

2

lelalvis
2

F
l
kPtpQ,

Jmu
Voigt
N PtpQ/

mvis
1 +mvis

2

melamvis
2

F
m
kPtpQ.

(12)

In elastic part, rheological force can be described as

follows

FPtQ/Plela
Jl+mela

JmQu
Voigt
N PtQ+Plvis

1 Jl+mvis
1 JmQu�

Voigt
N PtQ

(13)
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Fig. 6 Normal rheological forces on the bottom surface in

both simulations. Rheological force increases quickly

in push phase and converges to a constant value. In

keep phase, rheological force decreases quickly to

zero.

Fig. 5 Normal displacements of some nodal points in both

simulations. In push phase, displacements of all points

increase with a constant velocity. In keep phase,

displacements keep constant and there is no displace-

ments recovery after releasing.

Fig. 4 Deformed shapes in both simulations. ( a ) Final

deformation with parameters : E ＝ 8 Pa, c1＝ 5 Pa·s, c2

＝ 40 Pa·s, and g ＝ 0.43. ( b )Final deformation with

parameters : E ＝ 300 Pa, c1＝ 200 Pa· s, c2＝ 500 Pa· s,

and g＝ 0.35.



From Fig. 6 we know that the rheological force does not

change around time tp. This means that the displacements

produced by this part should be constants, resulting that

u�
Voigt
N PtpQ equal to zero. By substituting Eq. 12 into Eq. 13,

we have

FpPtpQ/Plela
Jl+mela

JmQu
Voigt
N PtQ

/
lvis

1 +lvis
2

lvis
2

F
l
kPtpQ+

mvis
1 +mvis

2

mvis
2

F
m
kPtpQ

/
lvis

1 +lvis
2

lvis
2

FkPtpQ

(14)

Now, we can estimate physical parameters analytically

by solving Eq. 8, Eq. 9 and Eq. 14. Firstly, by substituting

force data of some bottom points into Eq. 9 and using

Least Square Method(LSM), we can compute the value of

lela#Plvis
1 +lvis

2 Q. Then, this value along with force data on

bottom points and displacements of all points were

substituted into Eq. 8 and LSM was employed again to

solve them, we then can have the value of lvis
2 and mvis

2 .

Finally, the same computation was used to solve Eq. 14

and the value of Plvis
1 +lvis

2 Q#lvis
2 can be obtained. Conse-

quently, we can identify 4 physical parameters by some

simple substitutions. Identification results can be found in

Table 2.

4. Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, we proposed a method to identify physical

parameters of uniform rheological deformation base on

2D/3D FE model simulations. We discussed two deforma-

tion behaviors with different parameters and simulation

results were given. Then, Identification method was

proposed according to the analysis of rheological force

and displacement. At last, this method was validated by

identification results. From Section 3, we find that this

method is easily applicable because just a few calculations

were involved in the identification process as long as

required data are known. These data include initial and

final position of all nodal points which can be measured by

CT or MRI device and normal rheological force on bottom

surface which can be measured by force sensor. In

addition, this method can be extended to elastic or visco-

elastic deformation and layered non-uniform deformation.

In the future, experiments will be performed to validate

our method and parameter identification for non-uniform

rheological deformation will be done. Then, nonlinear

behavior also should be taken into account in rheological

deformation.
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